Louise Kodis

Originally born in Harrington, Washington in 1942, Louise Kodis currently resides in Spokane, Washington. Her artwork is both locally and nationally known. It is characterized as banners, mobiles, and other fabric-works and multimedia installations. She is a founding member of Inland Crafts and volunteers for countless other arts organizations in her area.

- Works with translucent fabric that emulate dream-like qualities and inspired by nature
- Inland Crafts was the region’s most successful collaborative and selective arts show
- Best known for her over 50 public commissions across the United States

1942 – Born in Harrington, Washington
1974-Present – Full-time practicing artist
1983 – Inland Crafts show founded, praised to have held the highest quality of artwork
2012 – Inland Crafts show ends after 29 years, largely in part to the economy